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Four Swiss Organizations Receive Funding from the European 
Union as part of OPENQKD, a Secure Quantum Communication 
Infrastructure

October 2019 marks the launch of a 3-year European research project, named OPENQKD for Open Quan-
tum Key Distribution, that will install test quantum communication infrastructures in several European 
countries. It will boost the security of critical applications in the fields of telecommunication, finance, 
health care, electricity supply and government services. 

For this €15 million project, the European Union has selected 38 companies and research institutes across 
the continent, including four Swiss organizations all from Geneva: University of Geneva, Services Industri-
els de Genève, ID Quantique and Mt Pelerin.

OPENQKD aims to change the way we see, understand and use quantum communication. Its main focus is to create 
and test communication network infrastructures with a built-in quantum element, known as Quantum Key Distribu-
tion (QKD). The secret keys distributed through QKD enable an ultra-secure form of encryption that allows data to be 
transmitted with a very high level of security. It will lay the groundwork for a pan-European quantum communication 
infrastructure that uses satellite as well as ground-based solutions.

Building closer European links

The Europe Commission chose to fund OPENQKD following a Horizon 2020 call for proposals in 2018. Its mission is 
to develop experimental testbeds based on QKD and to test the interoperability of equipment supplied by different 
manufacturers of quantum systems among which ID Quantique (IDQ), the global leader in quantum communica-
tions and quantum sensing, based in Switzerland. The University of Geneva (UNIGE) will supply a new generation 
QKD prototype, taking advantage of their latest developments. OPENQKD’s activities will take place all over Europe 
(in Austria, Spain, Poland, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, France, Italy, UK, Greece and the Czech Republic). 

It will focus on several key fields of operations, especially the telecommunications sector, where data security is 
critical. Other applications, such as securing medical, governmental or energy grid data will also be demonstrated 
and evaluated.

Four use cases in Geneva

As part of Open QKD, ID Quantique (IDQ), the manufacturer of quantum communication solutions;  the Services 
Industriels de Genève (SIG), Geneva’s provider of energy, water, optical fibers and waste-treatment networks; Mt 
Pelerin,  the Swiss leader in blockchain technology for banking and finance; and the University of Geneva are work-
ing together on at least four uses cases which will be implemented in Geneva. For this purpose they take profit from 
the dense and versatile network of optical fibres of SIG.
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1. Quantum Vault: 

The Quantum Vault is a new kind of Digital Asset Custody system designed by Mt Pelerin in cooperation with ID 
Quantique. Earlier in June, ID Quantique announced its partnership with Mt Pelerin. 

This custody infrastructure aims at providing ultra-secure storage of digital assets by financial institutions such as 
central banks, global custodians, cryptocurrency exchanges, and asset managers.

The Quantum Vault relies on a QKD infrastructure provided by IDQ and transported over the SIG network. By adding 
this extra layer of quantum-safe security on top of a bank-grade custody solution, the Quantum Vault ensures that 
the safe storage of private keys (the proof of a digital asset’s ownership) is “Information-Theoretically Secure” (ITS). 
ITS means that according to information theory, such a system cannot be hacked by an external adversary even with 
unlimited computing power. 

2. Smart Grid: 

Over the next seven years, SIG will create a smart grid network to connect its 800 power stations in Geneva. Each 
power station will be connected to the SIG telecom optical fiber network and to SIG’s electricity network operations 
center. To secure data transmission and detection intrusion (hackers taking control of the electricity distribution 
network), SIG will test quantum technology provided by IDQ in a real production and operational environment. To 
this end, SIG will connect five power stations to the QKD testbed and assess available QKD technologies and services 
offered by the consortium.

3. Secured Datacenter Replication: 

SIG intends to implement a quantum-safe solution between 2 main datacenters used as primary / backup. Data 
replication, fail over and load balancing imply the transfer of a large amount of highly sensitive data. Communication 
will be secured though QKD, with two nodes being deployed. This use case will focus on demonstrating high avail-
ability, high performance and failover solutions. 

4. Encryption for Long Term Storage: 

Encryption is more and more often required for securing critical data. This is particularly the case for user electronic 
data like the one of hospital patient frequently encrypted. As such storage is long term (10 years at least, possibly 
during the patients’ lifetimes), it is key to use state-of-the-art technologies. The University of Geneva will be evalu-
ating the use of QKD for strong and long-term encryption by measuring the delay to re-encrypt data due to key or 
algorithm change.

With this testbed in Geneva and its corresponding use-cases, OPENQKD will develop an innovation ecosystem and 
training ground as well as help to grow the technology and solution supply chains for quantum communication 
technologies and services.
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generator has been validated according to global standards and independent agencies, and is the reference in highly 
regulated and mission critical industries – such as security, encryption, critical infrastructure and IoT – where trust 
is paramount.

Additionally, IDQ is a leading provider of optical instrumentation products, most notably photon counters and relat-
ed electronics. The company’s innovative photonic solutions are used in both commercial and research applications.

IDQ’s products are used by government, enterprise and academic customers in more than 60 countries and on ev-
ery continent. IDQ is proud of its independence and neutrality, and believes in establishing long-term and trusted 
relationships with its customers and partners. 

For more information, please visit www.idquantique.com.
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About ID Quantique

Founded in 2001 as a spin-off of the Group of Applied Physics of the University of Geneva, 
ID Quantique is the world leader in quantum-safe crypto solutions, designed to protect data 
for the future. The company provides quantum-safe network encryption, secure quantum 
key generation and Quantum Key Distribution solutions and services to the financial indus-
try, enterprises and government organizations globally. IDQ’s quantum random number 

About Mt Pelerin

Mt Pelerin is a Swiss company based in Geneva building the first blockchain bank. It uses the 
technology to create a compliant and open ecosystem where individuals and businesses will 
be able to issue, deposit and trade tokenized securities straight from their bank account. 
With this new institution, Mt Pelerin envisions a new era of financial freedom through a 
facilitated and disintermediated access to financing and investment for all. Mt Pelerin has 
the ambition to become a fully authorized Swiss bank by early 2020. 

For more information, a press kit is available on https://www.mtpelerin.com/press.
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About the University of Geneva

The University of Geneva (UNIGE) enjoys worldwide recognition and ranks amongst the top 
100 best universities in the world. Founded in 1559 by Jean Calvin and Theodore de Beze, 
it welcomes more than 17 000 students in its nine faculties and fourteen interdisciplinary 

About SIG

SIG is a Swiss publicly owned enterprise offering its services to the 225,000 clients of the 
Canton of Geneva. It supplies its customers with water, gas, electricity and thermal energy, 
provides wastewater treatment and waste recycling just as it offers innovative services in 
the areas of optical fiber and energy services. Its activities aim at promoting an economical 
and efficient use of resources supporting sustainable development in a practical way. 
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centers and constantly strengthens its links with the International and Non-Governmental Organisations based in 
Geneva, one of the world’s capitals for multilateralism. A member of the League of European Research-intensive 
Universities, the UNIGE fulfills three missions: education, research and knowledge-sharing. Read more on www.
unige.ch

The Quantum Technologies group headed by Prof Hugo Zbinden is one of leading research groups in the field of 
quantum communications. Read more on http://www.unige.ch/gap/qtech/

SIG develops a vision and services to build a smart city and a more sustainable and connected society. Making a 
successful transition to a Smart Canton is a challenge that SIG leads in collaboration with the canton. 

Role in the project: SIG will provide a high class fiber network infrastructure (PoPs, Racks, dark fibers circuits, band-
width, etc.) to connect sites (data center, customers, etc.) to make possible tests for the European QKD testbed, 
OPENQKD.
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